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WHAT
IS INNOVATE
AGAINST HATE?

For the 2nd year in a row, the FBI's release of Hate Crime
Statistics Act (HCSA) data documented an increase in
hate crimes nationwide. Race-based crimes, crimes
directed against individuals and institutions on the basis
of religion, and crimes directed at LGBT communities
were most prevalent, in that order. Learned prejudice
and hate are often a precursor to extremism, and are
most likely to be spread online and within communities.
One of the best ways to respond to the proliferation of
hateful and extremist content online is to mobilize
individuals to create and implement localized, community
based social media campaigns that challenge all forms of
hate and extremism while refocusing attention to
positive alternatives and different perspectives.
ADL: Innovate Against Hate is an initiative designed to
empower the very people affected most by hateful
content on social media - young people - to be the
catalysts for a student-led wave of creative
counterspeech and innovation in response to the hate
and extremism they see in communities across the
country.
As part of this program (#InnovateAgainstHate),
students will create and activate their own local social
media campaign, inspire positive action in the
community, and explore creative solutions to combat
hate with the use of technology, both new and existing.
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WHAT IS THE GOOD FIGHT?
The Good Fight is a concept central to ADL: Innovate Against Hate
and the Anti-Defamation League as an organization. The Good Fight
should take on personal meaning, individually and collectively with
your team. How do you fight the good fight? Stand Up for what you
believe is right. The dictionary defines it as: Do your best; do what is
morally right. To fight the good fight is to do the right thing and to
encourage others to do the same.
Your challenge is to counter negative social media messaging that is
relevant to your local community while empowering positive
alternative narratives, models, and pathways that advocate for
something, such as justice, equity, inclusion, religious freedoms,
opportunity through the power of innovation, and living in a civil
society, for example. You must also seek to inspire others, on and
offline to do what is morally right.
To learn more about The Good Fight and its place in American
History, you are encouraged to read "The Good Fight: America's
Ongoing Struggle for Justice" by Rick Smolan and Jennifer
Erwitt. http://thegoodfightbook.org/
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PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
Student teams participating in the ADL: Innovate Against Hate program must design, pilot, implement, and measure the
success of a social or digital initiative, product, or tool that achieves the goal of countering all forms of hate and
extremism while promoting justice, equity, and inclusion. In addition, the initiative, product, or tool must :

+ MOTIVATE OR
EMPOWER STUDENTS TO
BECOME INVOLVED
IN FIGHTING HATE AND
EXTREMISM
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+ PROMOTE CONVERSATIONS
WITHIN COMMUNITIES ABOUT
HOW TO PREVENT OR HEAL
FROM EVENTS DESIGNED TO
PROMOTE HATE
AND EXTREMISM

+ GALVANIZE OTHER
STUDENTS TO CREATE
THEIR OWN INITIATIVES,
PRODUCTS, OR TOOLS TO
FIGHT HATE AND
EXTREMISM
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TARGET AUDIENCE
The target audiences for this project may include any of the following:
+ Uncommitted populations: those who have formed no opinion about the hateful or
extremist narrative and therefore have not been involved in preventing or promoting it.
+ Silent majority: those who oppose hateful and extremist messages but currently are not
active in raising public awareness or broader counter messaging efforts.
+ Civic-minded individuals: individuals interested in the public good but not necessarily
focused on engaging in grassroots efforts to counter hate and extremism.
+ At-risk Youth: those who are exposed to hateful and extremist messaging and at risk of
joining those efforts.
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HOW IT'S DONE
RESEARCH
Identify your target audience and conduct a
thorough audience analysis to assess the
drivers of the target audiences’ perceptions—
such as demographics, history, culture,
attitudes, social concerns, and enduring values.

IMPLEMENTATION
Introduce your campaign to the target audience
with enthusiasm. Inspire them to "do something".
Engage, document victories, capture learnings,
and measure success. Use the hashtag:
#InnovateAgainstHate
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CREATIVE DEVELOPMENT
Create your campaign message, slogan, tactics, and
creative samples utilizing research findings and
your knowledge of the local community. Submit
your Creative Brief and secure your funding;
$1,000 USD + $500 in Facebook Ad Credits.

SUBMISSION
Submit your entry for the competition using the
Final Submission checklist. This is your chance to
show the Anti-Defamation League and the judges
why you should travel to Washington D.C. as a
finalist!
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Where do you see most forms of hate and extremism existing in your community? Here are a
few examples of locally relevant focus areas for your campaign:
+ Reducing the use of stereotypes and slurs against all people
+ Enhancing social inclusion through civic engagement / outreach
+ Countering various forms of discrimination
+ Promoting credible voices within a community / resilience building
+ Migrant, refugee, immigration integration

IMPACT
Once a target audience has been identified, online and offline strategies and tactics should be
designed and integrated to specifically engage the audience. Demonstrating the campaign
reached the desired audience is key to measuring a campaign’s effectiveness. Long term viability
should be a part of your campaign development process. Beware, broadening your campaign in
an attempt to be all-encompassing will likely dilute or prevent the campaign from having the
desired impact and intended results.

POLL
The most effective way to measure success is to identify a benchmark of existing audience
sentiment, determine the attitude, behavior change or conversion to action that would show a
message’s impact, and then use a combination of tools to periodically examine progress.
Common measures to analyze results include: polls/surveys, linking awareness to action, media
metrics, qualitative assessment of shifts in audience responses, and extremist reactions.

SHIFT
Students can use technology and digital tools to inspire and enable both online and offline
activities. Because the Internet is not constrained by physical space and geography, initiatives,
products, and tools could affect people in their communities - on and off campus. The priority,
whether online or in person, is to demonstrate attitudinal shift, behavior change, or conversion
to action within a defined target audience.
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PROGRAM REQUIREMENTS
1. Social Media Integration: Each team is required to host content on social media platforms as part of their
campaign (i.e. Facebook, Instagram, Twitter, Snapchat, YouTube, etc.). The Facebook and Instagram platforms are
recommended, as each team will be given $500 in ad credits.
2. Weekly SnapShot: Each team must provide a Weekly SnapShot which will act as a journal tracking your team’s
weekly highlights, what’s working, what’s not, and why, as well as tracking your team’s high resolution photos and
videos capturing your unique experience. The Weekly SnapSpot will be used to provide a retrospective upon
program completion. The Weekly SnapShot will be submitted each Friday throughout the term. A template will be
provided.
3. Campus Pulse Data Collection: Each team is required to collect a minimum of 250 responses to a 9 question
digital survey provided by the client. This data will help measure campus awareness and engagement and can be
collected at any time during the program.
4. Weekly Metrics Reporting: In addition to submitting a Weekly Snapshot, teams are also responsible
for submitting metrics for all social media outlets and in-person engagement connected with your project. You will
utilize the Metrics tracking function on your school specific project page.
5. Creative Brief: Using the template provided, teams must submit a creative brief and creative samples to
EdVenture Partners for review prior to any implementation.
6. High Resolution Photos & Videos: Throughout the program, each participating team is required to submit high
quality photos and/or videos documenting their progress in an effort to tell your team’s “story”.
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COMPETITION SUBMISSION
Eligible submissions for judging must meet the following requirements:
+ Microsoft Word or PDF file format only
+ 8 pages maximum, utilizing the provided Campaign Summary template (additional 5 page addendum
of visual content allowed i.e. creative, photos, etc. only)
Teams are also required to submit:
+ Working files of all creative materials produced for the campaign
+ Direct links to all press hits generated
+ Electronic copies of published creative materials
+ Digital photos from any activities
+ Weekly SnapShot (as detailed in the Program Requirements section above)
+ Final Campaign Metrics
+ Opposition summary, if applicable (Did your campaign face local resistance?)
+ Expense log with receipts
+ Completed Traveler Roster and scanned passports (5 students, 1 faculty)
Submission Deadline: All submission materials must be uploaded to EdVenture Partners no later than
Wednesday, May 23, 2018 by 5:00 pm EST.
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PROGRAM AWARDS
Teams will be competing for the chance to present their campaigns in Washington D.C. to the AntiDefamation League, senior level officials, experts, educators and practitioners.

SCHOLARSHIP
AWARDS
1st Place: $5,000 USD
2nd Place: $3,000 USD
3rd Place: $1,000 USD
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TRAVEL

PRESENTATION

All expenses paid trip
to Washington D.C. for five (5)
students and one (1) faculty

Present your research,
project, results and
recommendations to a V.I.P.
audience
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ABOUT THE ANTI-DEFAMATION LEAGUE
We are activists, educators and experts. We fight anti-Semitism and all forms of hate. We advocate for a safe and secure
democratic Jewish State of Israel and combat efforts to delegitimize it. We help shape laws locally and nationally, and develop
groundbreaking model legislation. We work with students to respect inclusion and to challenge bias and bullying. We train law
enforcement officers about extremism, terrorism and hate crimes.
We never give up trying to build a better world inspired by our democratic sense of unity: There is no them – only us.
Founded in 1913, the Anti-Defamation League (ADL) is our nation’s premier civil rights/human relations organization. We have
a distinguished history of reminding the world just how tenuous civil rights are and we mobilize people to engage in reasonable
discourse as together we find solutions to serve our diverse society.
A nonprofit, nonpartisan organization with supporters and partners throughout the United States and around the world, ADL is
rooted in Jewish values. We speak up for those whose voices are not always heard. Our network of more than two dozen
regional offices nationwide and an office in Jerusalem are on the ground, organizing and galvanizing grassroots support around
the most pressing issues of the day.
Learn more:
http://www.adl.org
https://twitter.com/ADL_National
https://www.facebook.com/anti.defamation.league/

BRANDING GUIDELINES
The Anti-Defamation League logo should not appear on any student-generated materials. Teams should create an original brand for their
unique P2P campaign.
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USE AND DISCLOSURE
Unless expressly stated otherwise, this document is confidential and intended for ADL: Innovate Against Hate program participant use only.
This document should not be shared or accessed by any other unauthorized party without the expressed consent of EdVenture Partners.
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